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TOWN OF FAYAL
4375 SHADY LANE, EVELETH, MN 55734

Judy M. Sersha, Clerk/Treasurer Steven J. Kniefel, Chairman
Supervisors: Tony Tammaro, James Pernu, Ron Beldo, Lee Branville

PHONE (218)744-2878 FAX (218) 744-5986

ANNUAL MEETING

MARCH 14, 2006

The Town of Fayal Annual Meeting was called to order at 7:00 PM by Clerk Judy Sersha. 
Approximately 28 persons were in attendance.  A list of those attending is attached to these minutes. 
Everyone stood and said the Pledge of Allegiance.

Clerk Sersha called for nominations for moderator.

Motion by Angela Sersha, support from Tony Tammaro to nominate Steve Shykes as
moderator.  Clerk Sersha asked for mor nominations.  There being none, a show of hands
approving Steve Shykes as moderator for the 2006 Annual Meeting.

Steve Shykes welcomed the people to the Annual Meeting and explained that this is the people’s
meeting, and it is your chance to speak on issues of concern or interest.  Mr. Shykes explained the
order of business for tonight’s meeting, and asked that the people identify themselves by name when
speaking.

APPROVAL OF 2005 ANNUAL MEETING MINUTES

Motion to approve the minutes of the March 8, 2005 Annual Meeting, made by Scott Smith,
support from Tony Tammaro.  Motion carried unanimously.

FINANCIAL & TREASURER’S REPORT

Moderator Shykes then called upon Clerk/Treasurer Judy Sersha to report on the financial status of
the town.  Clerk/Treasurer Sersha explained that the audit was performed by Walker Giroux &
Hahne.  The reporting method has changed this year and the General is being reported separately
from the Road & Bridge which is now being reported as a special revenue fund.  Since no
comparisons from past years are reported in this year’s audit, the financial reports from the years
2003 and 2004 were included in the handouts.  Clerk/Treasurer Sersha gave her report on the
Financial Statement for the Town of Fayal for the year 2005, and asked if there were any questions. 
Denny Bone questioned if the expenditure for the playground was a one time charge.  Clerk Sersha
stated the expenditure was to build the playground, with the funds coming from a $20,000 county
grant and the remainder of $30,000+ was from mining effects, and was indeed a one-time charge. 
Expenditures from the Rec fund are for maintenance of the rink, tennis courts and dues for the joint
rec.

Motion to approve the 2005 Financial & Treasurer’s Report, made by Ron Erjavec, support
from Mildred Brehmer.  Motion carried unanimously.

FINANCIAL NEEDS FOR THE TOWN IN 2007

Moderator Shykes called upon town chair Steve Kniefel to make his report.

Mr. Kniefel welcomed everyone to the Annual Meeting and thanked Steve Shykes for agreeing to
serve as moderator again this year.  Mr. Kniefel introduced and thanked his fellow board members
for all of their hard work.  Mr. Kniefel reported that, per the motion at last year’s annual meeting,
memorial plaques were made listing all the past supervisors and clerks from 1896 to the present. 
Updates were made on work being done by the Planning Committee, which includes a long range
plan for the town’s 9 acre site and the identification of a need for additional floor space and storage
for the town’s equipment.  Work will be done this summer in the form of the refurbishment of Miller
Trunk Road and the overlay of several town roads.  The Fire Department has also received a grant
from Homeland Security for the purchase of a new fire pumper truck.  Cost will be approximately
$250,000, with $136,000 of that amount being a grant.  
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A new loader was also purchased for the Road Department, and the Town Board is working in
collaboration with the Mesabi Regional Rail Authority to construct a spur of the Mesabi Trail to link
the Mesabi Station to the beach and recreation areas of Fayal.  The sewer utility plats have been
completed and are in the process of being recorded.  Mr. Kniefel explained funding needs for each
department of the town, and reported that the town board has made a recommendation tot he
freeholders of the Town to adopt a total levy for 2007 of $509,900.00 which is a 2.75% increase from
2006.  Mr. Kniefel’s complete report is attached to these minutes.

DESIGNATING POSTING PLACES

Moderator Shykes explained the present locations of our designated posting places as follows: 1)
Fayal Town Hall 2) West Long Lake Road 3)East Long Lake Road (across from Art Tweten’s) 4.) Ely
Lake Shortstop 5) At Your Convenience (Hwy. 53 South) 6) Differding Point.  Mr. Shykes asked for a
motion to approve the posting places.

Mr. George Sedgeman asked how much we are saving by not publishing the minutes in the
newspaper.  Clerk Sersha stated that she did not know the cost of publishing, but the issue has been
looked into before, and the cost is quite high.  Clerk Sersha explained the minutes are on the Fayal
website and are also available in the clerk’s office.  Verna Sedgeman stated you have to pay for
copies at the clerk’s office and questioned what if you don’t have a computer?  Mrs. Sedgeman
stated she would be interested to see how much it would cost to publish in the Mesabi Daily News. 
Denny Bone suggested publishing in the Manny’s Shopper because everyone gets that paper, and
that it is difficult for many people to get to the posting places.  Mr. George Sedgeman stated that you
can’t see through the posting place glass in the winter because it is frosted up, and it is hard to read
with bifocals.  

Vicki Tuskan stated it is not free to place ads in the Manny’s Shopper, the cost can be $500 for a full
page.  Ms. Tuskan stated it would make much more sense to for those who do not want to stand
outside and read the minutes, to come to the hall and read them, or pay a dollar for copies versus
spending thousands of dollars to publish. 

Mildred Brehmer stated there is a synopsis in the quarterly newsletter.  Clerk Sersha stated that is
being done by Supervisor Ron Beldo as a volunteer effort and the town pays for the postage.

Angela Sersha suggested extra copies be made of all the minutes and those that want them, can
come to the hall, and be given a copy free of charge.

Vicki Tuskan stated she would make that motion.

Motion to have extra copies of the minutes available, free of charge, for those that want to
come to the hall and pick them up, made by Vicki Tuskan, support from Mary Maki.  Motion
carried unanimously.

Motion to approve the existing posting places made by Angela Sersha, support from Ron
Erjavec.  Motion carried unanimously.

Motion by Denny Bone, support from George Sedgeman, that next year for the Annual Meeting
the clerk have the information on costs for publication of the minutes of township meetings
and special meetings for the Mesabi Daily News and the Manny’s Shopper, in order to make
an informed decision as to whether its feasible to publish the minutes.  Discussion on whether it
should include publication of PUC minutes, fire department minutes, rec minutes, planning minutes. 
DeLyle Pankratz stated it should not include PUC because that is a separate entity with their own
funds.  Mr. Bone stated that for sure it should include the town board regular and special meetings. 
More discussion on arriving at a cost.  Vicki Tuskan suggested taking copies of the minutes for a
month to the newspaper and asking them how much it would cost to publish, to arrive at a per inch
figure.  Moderator Shykes called for the question.  Motion carried.

SETTING TOWN BOARD SALARIES

Moderator Shykes then states the next order of business is setting compensation for Town Officials.

As of January 1, 2006 the mileage rate is 44.5 cents per mile and the salaries are as follows:
a. Supervisor- $3,240.00 per year or $270.00 per month, plus mileage and expenses, as

incurred.
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b. Chairman- $3,600.00 per year or $300.00 per month, plus mileage and expenses, as
incurred.

Angela Sersha questioned when the last time the supervisors received an increase?  Clerk Sersha
answered it was three or four years ago for the supervisors, and the chair got a $10 increase last
year.

George Sedgeman stated he gets no increase, and he does not think the supervisors should either.

Motion to keep the salaries the same, made by Becky Bone, support from Verna Sedgeman. 
Keith Nelson recommended the township recognize the federal conus rate for mileage
reimbursement, and recognize the changes in that periodically.  Becky Bone said she would
accept that as an amendment to her motion. Moderator Shykes asked if there was any more
discussion.  Ralph Johnson stated that it has been quite awhile since they have had a raise and
thought there should be some type of an increase.  Angela Sersha agreed they should have at least
a $10 raise, because of all the time and hard work they put in to make our lives better.  Moderator
Shykes repeated the motion and called for the question.  Motion carried.

FIRE DEPARTMENT BUSINESS

Moderator Shykes vacated his chair to give his report as Fire Chief.  Angela Sersha assumed the role
of moderator.

Fire Chief Steve Shykes reported that there were a total of 65 calls in 2005– 16 structure fires, 3
wildland fires, 3 vehicle fires, 6 rescues and 37 EMS calls.  Currently there are 22 firefighters on the
department and there were two retirements as of January 1, 2006, those being Tony Tammaro and
Peter Bertucci.  Chief Shykes thanked the two for their service.  Chief Shykes reported on grants
received by the department in 2005 and training that was done.  A complete copy of the report is
attached to these minutes.

Denny Bone questioned if keeping firefighters was problematic?  Chief Shykes answered that we
have been very fortunate in keeping the charter number of 25 firefighters.  We are now down to 23,
with possibly 5 more retirements this year.  We are currently advertising for firefighters.  Mr. Bone
questioned if we are subsidizing the Eveleth Ambulance.  Chief Shykes answered we are not, it is
based on fees for services provided.  

Mary Maki questioned if the Fire Department will burn large slash piles.  Chief Shykes answered they
will, and to contact him.

Denny Bone questioned if the large slash pile from the trees cut by the DNR are going to be burned? 
Steve Kniefel answered that is an option, or we the pile may be hauled to the brush site.  Jim Pernu
informed that he has contacted Virginia and the biomass project may also be interested in it.

There being no further questions for Fire Chief Shykes, Angela Sersha deferred as moderator.

SUPERVISORS REPORTS

Road & Bridge- Ron Beldo reported on the activities and duties during the past year of the two road
employees, Steve Verkovich and Al Jurenic.  Mr. Beldo reported we are partnering with St. Louis
County to have overlays done on portions of, or all of, the following roads: Pine Drive, Thunderbird
Trail, Burke Road, Moon Lake Road, Cedar Island Court, Park Boulevard and Long Lake Road East,
at a cost of approximately $120,000.  The Road Department acquired a new 924G Caterpillar loader
recently at a cost of $111,000, and sold the old loader for $20,235.  A copy of Mr. Beldo’s complete
report is attached to these minutes.

Denny Bone stated that the St. Mary’s Court road surface is heavy to binder and requested more
Class 5, since the road gets rutted when it is wet.  Mr. Beldo stated the employees are aware of that
and will work on that in the spring.

Police & Fire- Lee Branville reported there were a total of 647 law enforcement 911 calls in 2005. 
Calls ranged from traffic violations to domestic assaults, dog complaints, ATV citations, and township
ordinance violations.  Chief Harvey Thompson works 20 hours per week for the township and can be
reached by calling his home if you need to speak with him for a non-emergency, or if it is an
emergency to call 911.  Chief Thompson’s complete report is attached to these minutes.
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As for the motorized trail, Mr. Branville reported the Trailhawks snowmobile club has taken the lead
on that.  Becky Bone asked if the trail could incorporate a cross country ski trail.  Vicki Tuskan stated
the DNR on Long Lake has a groomer and there are trails in that area.

Buildings & Grounds- Jim Pernu reported on the past year activities and accomplishments.  The
playground was installed in June 2005 with the help of volunteer labor.  Boy Scout Troop 111
landscaped, planted flowers and trees and built birdhouses and a fence.  A Rinnea on-demand hot
water heater system was installed, the flagpole was repainted, and all the ceiling tiles in the hall were
replaced.  Mr. Pernu thanked Les Laun and John Nyhus for restoring the Cedar Island Drive sign.  A
complete copy of the report is attached to these minutes.

Public Utilities- Tony Tammaro reported that the sewer project is complete and the easement plats
have been sent to the St. Louis County Recorder.  Many people have applied for sewer variances for
outbuildings and saunas.  Mr. Tammaro stressed the importance of obtaining a variance for all
outbuildings so that we know where all the lines are.  As of April 1, 2006 the sewer rate will be
increased one dollar for residential and two dollars for commercial.  No seasonal rate implemented.
Water rate was not increased and we will be in negotiations for water with Eveleth or Gilbert this year. 
The complete report is attached to these minutes.

Mike Erjavec stated he wants a township ordinance that prohibits snowmobiles from driving
anywhere a waterline is located.  Mr. Erjavec stated the snowmobile traffic drives down the frost and
could freeze the waterlines.  Moderator Shykes referred the matter to other business.

ANY OTHER BUSINESS WHICH MIGHT COME BEFORE THE MEETING

Moderator Shykes asked for a motion to set the time for the Annual Meeting 2007.

Motion by Steve Kniefel, support from George Sedgeman to set next year’s Annual Meeting on
the second Tuesday of March, at 7:00 PM.  Motion carried unanimously.

Moderator Shykes asked if there were any more business.

Motion by Mary Maki, support from Verna Sedgeman to have notice of all town board
meetings published in the paper at no cost.  Denny Bone asked if Mrs. Maki would accept an
amendment to her motion to include notice of all PUC meetings also.  Mrs. Maki stated she
would accept the amendment.  Motion carried.

Mike Erjavec made a motion to have the town board pass an ordinance prohibiting snowmobiles and
ATV’s from riding in ditches whether on county roads or township roads, that contain township
waterlines.  Verna Sedgeman asked if the sewerlines should also be included?  Mike Erjavec stated
his concern was with the waterlines, and were the most important.  Ralph Johnson supported the
motion.  Moderator Shykes asked for discussion.

Denny Bone suggested the right  people in the township should research the matter and come back
with what can or cannot be done about the matter.  Mike Erjavec stated he is on the PUC, and he
does not think it is right that you can’t even put up a ribbon without getting a ticket–people need to be
able to protect their waterline.  Denny Bone stated that he understood that, but people need to be
able to get out of their properties to get to a trail.  More discussion on the depth of the frostline, and
how deep the waterlines are.  Discussion on whether we can supercede an ordinance–right-of-ways
belong to the entity owing the road.   Mike Erjavec stated the ordinance would not have to be
enforced unless it is needed in a specific place, but at least there would be something in place if
enforcement is needed. Vicki Tuskan suggested tabling the matter to the PUC for them to find out the
laws etc.  DeLyle Pankratz stated the city of Hermantown limits snowmobiling and it is not contrary to
state statute.  More discussion about blocking access points for snowmobiles.  Vicki Tuskan asked if
she could amend the motion to refer the matter to the PUC for further research.  Mike Erjavec stated
he would not accept an amendment.

Keith Nelson stated this township, the one he grew up in, had kids in it that were able to enjoy living
in the township and he does not want to see rules put in place that are going to restrict the access for
those individuals unless we can show clearly upon evidence that we have a problem that is occurring
as a result of those actions.  Mr. Nelson stated that he does not want to stop anyone’s fun, and to do
that without first examining all of the alternatives is a problem.  Mr. Nelson also stated his disapproval
of placing ribbons etc in the rights-of-way.  Mr. Nelson reported that the county has been enforcing
the right-of-way ordinance because people have been placing dangerous objects such as fenceposts
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and steel cable gates being placed in ditches to keep out snowmobiles.  The practice is hazardous
and illegal.  Mr. Nelson stated he is not in favor of the motion.

Ron Beldo stated we are on the right track in trying to get authorized trails and designated routes
through the township versus prohibiting snowmobiles.

Mike Erjavec stated all of the snowmobiles driving down Ely Lake Drive go on the side where the
waterline is.

DeLyle Pankratz stated there are a great number of snowmobiles in the township, especially on Ely
Lake Drive, and the reason they all drive on one side is because the other side is full of brush. 
George Sedgeman stated every time you have a new law, you take a privilege away from someone
and the more laws you have, the more that is taken away.

Moderator Shykes called for the question and repeated the motion.  Motion failed.

Denny Bone stated that the motion was not defeated for the purpose that we don’t want to look at
it–more research should be done.

Motion to forward the issue to the PUC for their input and report back with a recommendation
at the next Annual Meeting, made by DeLyle Pankratz, support from Denny Bone.  

Ron Erjavec questioned if trail expansion was supposed to be researched at last year’s Annual
Meeting?  Lee Branville answered the Trail Hawks Snowmobile Club is working on a corridor of right-
of-way from Brantz to the Mesabi Station.

Ron Erjavec made a motion to adjourn.  The motion did not receive support at this time.

Moderator Shykes asked if there was any more business.  Becky Bone stated we should get softer
chairs, like they have at the Cotton Town Hall.  

Steve Shykes reported there is a need for expansion of the town facilities, and in the near future
steps will have to be taken for an upgrade, the current facilities are becoming very cramped.  Denny
Bone stated the subject would be perfect for a special town meeting, once the concept, plan and
costs for the project were realized.  Mr. Shykes agreed, and stated the citizens are demanding more
services and we are growing as a community.  Tony Tammaro informed everyone that the Planning
Committee meets monthly, and they would be happy to receive input on the facilities plan.

SETTING THE LEVY FOR THE YEAR 2007

Moderator Shykes called for a motion to set the 2007 levy, which the town board has recommended
to be $500,900.00.

Motion by Ralph Johnson, support from Angela Sersha to set the levy for the year 2007 at
$500,900.00.  Motion carried

Motion to adjourn by Ron Erjavec, support from Ralph Johnson.  Motion carried.

Annual Meeting 2006 adjourned at 9:18 PM.

Respectfully submitted,

Judy M. Sersha
Clerk of Fayal
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ATTACHMENTS TO THE ANNUAL MEETING 2006

Good Evening and welcome to your Annual Meeting.  My name is Judy
Sersha and I am your Clerk/Treasurer.  Tonight we will start by standing and
saying the pledge of allegiance and then we will nominate a moderator for
tonight’s meeting.

The 2005 audit was again performed this year by Walker Giroux & Hahne. 
This year the reporting method has changed and the General fund is now
being reported separately from the Road and Bridge fund, which is being
reported as a special revenue fund because there is a separate levy for that
fund.  I will be reporting on first the General, and then the Road and Bridge
fund.  Since the change in reporting methods there is no comparisons in the
audit for past years.  I have included in your handouts this evening the
financial reports from the years 2003 & 2004 for your information.

Additionally, I have included for your information the statement of net assets
of the town for the year 2005.  It is important for the people of the township
to know just what their tax money has paid for and I think it is impressive
that a town of our size has assets totaling $13,665,789
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Buildings & Grounds Annual Meeting Report 3-14-06
James Pernu

In June 2005, the Fayal Playground was installed.  This project took three days with volunteer help. 
Eric Garman volunteered his equipment and time throughout the installation of the project.  Boy
Scout Troop 111 landscaped, planted grass, flowers, installed a wood fence and bird houses which is
an added attraction to the playground area.

The volunteers, cub scouts and their parents are to be commended for a job well done.

For the safety of all the kids at the playground and tennis court we have found it necessary to post
signs stating “No motorized vehicles” allowed in that area.

In 2005, we had a commercial Rinnea hot water system installed to replace our old system.  The old
system had a poor recovery rate for hot water supply and when it was in operation there was a loss
of energy throughout the town hall.  The Rinnea hot water system is very efficient and is a cost
saving unit which works off gas and electric operates only when hot water is called for.  When turning
on the hot water tap initially you will have hot water within 30 seconds.  I am sure we will experience
a savings with the installation of the unit.

Also in June 2005 we had the flag pole re-painted which was overdue.  This was done by Koski
Drywall of Eveleth.  During this same time we had the town hall floor tiles cleaned and resealed all
the grout.

In August 2005 all the ceiling tiles were removed, the metal strips were cleaned and the ceiling tiles
were replaced with new tiles.  During that time we also had some electrical work done on the lights.

I would like to touch a little on the tree removal which occurred in November 2005 near the Shortstop
leading towards the Eveleth Veterans Park.  The trees cut were dead on tip and the others removed
will allow a healthier growth of the other trees.  We did this under Roger Nelson’s recommendation
who is with the Forest Service.  Late this spring we plan to landscape that area, plant grass seed to
make it more attractive.  The brush pile will either be burned or ground into wood chips, or maybe
given to the Biomass project.

Lastly, the Cedar Island sign was completely redone by Les Laun and John Nyhus.  It’s nice to see
someone takes interest in their community to spend their own time and money to improve something. 
On behalf of the Fayal Board, Thank you.
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